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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Web Services today are often little more than software components 
wrapped in SOAP interfaces, and as such, today’s software testing tool 
vendors need only add simple XML support to their product lines to offer 
Web Services testing capabilities to their customers. However, over the next 
five years or so, Web Services herald a shift in distributed computing toward 
loosely coupled, standards-based, Service-oriented architectures. Testing 
these architectures and the Web Services that constitute them is another 
matter entirely. Only a few testing tool vendors have any expressed strategy 
for offering testing tools that work in a Service-oriented environment, and 
no vendors have a clear product roadmap that addresses all the Web 
Services testing needs that enterprises will face between now and 2006. 
Zapthink recommends that testing vendors evaluate their Web Services 
testing capabilities based not on current requirements, but upon emerging 
requirements for Web Services testing. 

 
Key Points:Key Points:Key Points:Key Points:    

 Market Overview Market Overview Market Overview Market Overview    
• Web Services promise to fundamentally change the distributed computing 

landscape. This new landscape will present new testing scenarios and 
problems that companies using Web Services don’t currently understand.    

• Today’s enterprises that are dabbling in Web Services aren’t inquiring about 
or requesting testing solutions. 

 Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis    
• The whole concept of a software development lifecycle will fall by the 

wayside as companies realize the advantages of orchestrating loosely 
coupled Services into coarse-grained business Services.    

• As enterprises follow the Web Services model and move from phase one 
(through 2003) to phase three (2005 and beyond) many testing issues will 
arise that the current simplistic approach to Web Services testing will not 
cover.     

 Future Trends Future Trends Future Trends Future Trends    
• During phase one of Web Services adoption, Web Services are mainly just 

software components with SOAP interfaces. 
• The dynamic, “publish, find, and bind” capabilities of Web Services 

characterize phase two of the adoption of Service-oriented architectures. 
• In phase three, taking an agile approach to testing  will make the most 

sense.  

 Decision Points Decision Points Decision Points Decision Points    
• Vendors of Testing tools do not see Web Services as heralding an emerging 

market per se; rather, they generally see Web Services as a relatively small 
evolutionary step in the development of software components. 

• Test-first development will be a primary driver for Web Services testing. Test-
first development, where developers assist in the creation of automated test 
plans before a line of code is written, has been proven repeatedly to lead to 
better code, written faster, that meets the needs of stakeholders better.  
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I. Report ScopeI. Report ScopeI. Report ScopeI. Report Scope    

 
Traditionally, software testing has been the ugly duckling of software 
development. Long thought a necessary evil to be relegated for the end of a 
project, testing often gets the budgetary axe in software projects that are 
experiencing cost overruns. But just like the swan in the story, testing is actually 
a key element of software quality—and quality, broadly defined, is the ability of a 
system to do what it’s supposed to do. Therefore, quality should be first and 
foremost in the mind of everyone on a software project. 
 
The software industry as a whole has come to realize the importance of quality, 
and in most software organizations today, testing is an important, integral part of 
the software development process. Furthermore, the development processes 
themselves are in the process of transforming, as the traditional “put testing 
last” waterfall methodology gives way to less risky, more proactive iterative 
software development processes. 
 
Today, however, the software industry is in the early stages of transitioning to the 
loosely coupled, standards-based environment heralded by Web Services. If Web 
Services were little more than traditional software components with standard 
XML interfaces, then there wouldn’t be much cover in this report. Yet today, the 
primary use for Web Services is to simplify and reduce the cost of integration 
within the enterprise. Such straightforward applications of Web Services—
wrapping components with SOAP interfaces so that they can exchange XML-
based RPC messages with other components—are relatively straightforward to 
test with today’s software testing tools and techniques.  
 
However, as this report shows, Web Services have far more potential than a 
straightforward simplification of existing component programming techniques. 
Over the next few years, Web Services promise to fundamentally change the 
distributed computing landscape. This new landscape will present new testing 
scenarios and challenges that companies using Web Services will have to 
understand. This report also serves as a wakeup call to software testing vendors, 
many of whom are taking a “wait and see” attitude toward Web Services, and as 
a result risk getting left behind as the momentum behind Web Services and 
Service-oriented architectures accelerates. 
 
This report covers: 

 The context for Web Services testing within the Web Services model for 
distributed computing 

 The three phases of adoption for Web Services testing 
 The two axes of Web Services testing: current testing techniques and 

future testing scenarios 
 Business drivers and barriers to adoption for Web Services testing tools 

and solutions. 
 

ZapThink hopes that this report will provide a fundamental understanding of the 
testing issues surrounding Web Services, and will provide a clear picture of the 
current state as well as the future impact of this important part of the Web 
Services market. 

 
II. Context for Testing in the Web Services ModelII. Context for Testing in the Web Services ModelII. Context for Testing in the Web Services ModelII. Context for Testing in the Web Services Model    

 
ZapThink believes that Web Services are an evolutionary step in the 
development of distributed computing characterized by open standards, loose 
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coupling, and dynamic description and discovery. (For our complete definition of 
Web Services, please see the ZapThink report The Pros & Cons of Web Services 
[ZTR-WS102]. For a broad look at the Web Services market, refer to the ZapThink 
report Web Services Technologies & Trends [ZTR-WS100]). ZapThink has put this 
evolutionary process into a frame of reference we call the Web Services 
evolutionary model. The Web Services evolutionary model is a detailed picture of 
how we see the distributed computing industry developing and evolving over the 
next five years. The Web Services evolutionary model contains our Web Services 
roadmap, which points out key events and transition points that we expect to 
take place in the given time period.  
 
As the model provides the frame of reference for all of our insight into the future 
of distributed computing, our predictions regarding the area of Web Services 
testing necessarily play out in the context of the model. For this reason we begin 
the discussion of Web Services testing with a review of the ZapThink Web 
Services roadmap. 

 
2.1 The ZapThink Web Services Roadmap2.1 The ZapThink Web Services Roadmap2.1 The ZapThink Web Services Roadmap2.1 The ZapThink Web Services Roadmap    

 
To understand the context of testing in the discussion of Web Services, it is 
important to understand the context of the ZapThink Web Services Roadmap, as 
shown in Figure 2.1.  
 

Figure 2.1: ZapThink Web Services RoadmapFigure 2.1: ZapThink Web Services RoadmapFigure 2.1: ZapThink Web Services RoadmapFigure 2.1: ZapThink Web Services Roadmap    
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To place Web Services testing in the context of the Web Services roadmap, we 
have divided the Web Services model into three main phases. 
 
2.2 Phase One2.2 Phase One2.2 Phase One2.2 Phase One    
The first phase of Web Services adoption (which describes the current situation) 
has an internal enterprise focus. Enterprises primarily use Web Services to 
simplify and reduce the cost of integration inside the firewall. Some companies 
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are exploring the use of Web Services to communicate outside the firewall, but 
these instances are often pilot projects, and are typically with trusted business 
partners and known IT organizations. The primary roadblocks that slow adoption 
of Web Services during the first phase are security, Web Services management, 
and transactions. The primary Web Services invocation style enterprises use 
during this phase are static bindings to static Web Services. 
 
2.3 Phase Two2.3 Phase Two2.3 Phase Two2.3 Phase Two    
As new products and services on the market resolve the issues with Web 
Services security, management, and transactions, companies will be able to 
exchange Web Service messages with other companies (customers, suppliers, 
and partners) in a  more uninhibited, loosely-coupled manner. The UDDI 
specification will be more mature, and many UDDI implementations will be on 
the market. Enterprises and established groups of business partners will find 
that Service registries will become a critical enabler of the dynamic discovery of 
Web Services within controlled environments. The Services themselves will still 
typically be static, but 
Web Service 
consumers will find 
and bind to them 
dynamically. The 
primary roadblocks to 
further adoption of 
Web Services during 
phase two are Web 
Services 
orchestration, 
business process 
automation, and 
billing and metering 
of Web Services. 
 
2.4 Phase Three2.4 Phase Three2.4 Phase Three2.4 Phase Three    
As Service-oriented 
architectures mature 
and Web Service 
orchestration and 
business process 
automation tools 
become increasingly 
prevalent, just-in-time 
(JIT) integration will 
become the 
fundamental 
invocation style for 
Web Services. With 
JIT integration, the 
Web Services 
themselves are 
dynamically 
described at runtime. 
In this phase, Web 
Service consumers 
dynamically discover 
Web Services as in 
phase two, but now 
those Services may 
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ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice 
and critical insight into XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. 
We provide our target audience of IT vendors, service providers and 
end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile 
business. 
 
This document provides just a small glimpse of the intelligence 
ZapThink offers. To get the full picture, please visit our Web site at 
www.zapthink.com. You’ll find information about the range of our 
research on XML, Web Services, and SOAs and more of our market 
insight. You’ll also be able to sign up for our popular biweekly 
ZapFlash newsletter that can deliver our market-leading intelligence 
directly to your inbox. 
 
Also, Take Credit for reading ZapThink research! Visit 
www.zapthink.com/credit and enter the code TESTWS. We’ll reward 
you with ZapCredits  that you can use to obtain free research, 
ZapGear, and more! If you purchased this document, Taking Credit for 
it entitles you to free updates. If this document was free, then we’ll 
notify you when updates are available if you Take Credit for it.  
 
We hope that this document and our Web site help you understand 
the XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation marketplace better. 
However, our research is only a part of the value we offer our 
customers. For personal advice, press support, and competitive 
intelligence, subscribe to our ZapAccess research subscription 
service. Become a ZapThought Leader – let ZapThink help you 
understand the market-changing impact of standards-based, loosely 
coupled distributed computing, and use that understanding for 
competitive advantage. 
 
For more information, please call us at +1-781-207-0203, or drop us 
an email at info@zapthink.com.  
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change every time a consumer invokes them. Their Service description in the 
corresponding WSDL file provides the Web Service consumer with the 
information it needs to dynamically bind to the Service at runtime. 
 
Furthermore, the concept of Web Service “consumer” and “producer” become 
less meaningful in phase three, because complex orchestrations of Web Services 
will be the norm, rather than the exception. Businesses will expose coarse-
grained Web Services to their other companies (for example, a “product catalog” 
Service), and those Web Services will actually consist of a large, dynamic 
collection of finer grained Services (say, “product list,” “current inventory,” 
“preferred pricing”) that may themselves consist of even more finely- grained 
Web Services. In addition, each of these component Web Services may contain 
Services provided by other companies (for example, “credit approval”).  

 
III. Web Services Testing CapabiIII. Web Services Testing CapabiIII. Web Services Testing CapabiIII. Web Services Testing Capabilities and Trendslities and Trendslities and Trendslities and Trends    
 

Today’s software testing vendors offer a wide range of testing tools and 
solutions. Many of these tools are appropriate for testing Web Services today. 
The primary question this report attempts to address is how will the currently 
available testing tools on the market need to change as companies adopt Web 
Services and move toward dynamic, loosely coupled Service-oriented 
architectures? To answer this question, we examine the current software testing 
environment, and then we follow those tools into the Web Services model to 
consider what companies will need to test Web Services at various points along 
the Web Services roadmap. 
 
The “first axis” of Web Services testing is the current spectrum of testing 
techniques and how they apply to Web Services. The second axis is the future of 
Web Services testing: what testing tools and approaches will enterprises require 
as enterprises move beyond today’s simple applications of Web Services to a 
broad, Service-oriented environment that contains large numbers of dynamically 
described and discovered Services. Combining the two axes of Web Services 
testing lays out the enterprise adoption of Web Services over the next few years. 
 
3.1 Web Services Testing in the Current IT Environment3.1 Web Services Testing in the Current IT Environment3.1 Web Services Testing in the Current IT Environment3.1 Web Services Testing in the Current IT Environment    

 
The current IT environment treats Web Services as a special kind of software 
component. Therefore, to understand the context of Web Services testing, it is 
important to understand the current software testing environment. We call the 
various kinds of testing performed today the first axis of Web Services testing. 
The first axis of Web Services testing consists of the current range of software 
testing techniques, including the following: 
 

 “Black box” functional testing – verifying that the functionality of a 
component is consistent with the functional specification for that 
component. The term “black box” refers to the fact that this kind of 
testing is only concerned with the inputs and outputs from a component, 
but not the internal structure of the component. 

 
 “White box” structural testing – analyzing the structure and organization 

of the programming code within a component in order to verify the 
quality of that component. White box testing can either be performed at 
design time (analyzing or profiling source code) or at runtime (evaluating 
the execution paths as the component runs).  
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 Load testing – several related testing techniques that include capacity 
testing, stress testing, and tuning. Load testing involves emulating a 
certain number of users (or in general, volume of input traffic) for a 
component during runtime in order to verify that the component 
performs properly under the required load. 

 
 System testing – end-to-end testing of entire systems of components to 

insure that the system as a whole meets the specifications set out for it. 
Part of system testing is integration testing, which focuses specifically 
on the exchange of messages between components. 

 
In addition to the four primary types of software testing listed above, there are 
two additional forms of black box (functional) testing that are important to 
consider: 

 
 Regression testing – a form of black box testing where the functionality 

of a component is compared to the functionality of a previous version of 
that component. Regression testing verifies that changes to that 
component haven’t broken any functionality that had worked previously. 

 
 Unit testing – black box testing individual components separate from 

the system in which they participate, typically as part of the day-to-day 
work of the developer. 

 
How, then, do these standard software testing techniques apply to Web Services 
today? Fundamentally, Web Services are software components that expose their 
functionality via SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) interfaces, while WSDL 
(Web Services Description Language) metadata files provide information about 
the Web Services’ interfaces, including the port type, binding, etc. Black box 
testing of a Web Service is therefore often a simple matter of exchanging the 
appropriate SOAP messages with it. Such messages can be “hardwired” into the 
testing tool, or the testing tool may be able to access the WSDL file in order to 
dynamically create the SOAP messages necessary for testing the Service. 
 
White box testing of an individual Web Service need be no different from white 
box testing any software component, because many of today’s Web Services are 
simply software components with Web Services wrappers. A Web Service may 
also consist of a packaged application with a SOAP interface or a legacy 
application with a similar Web Services wrapper. In both these cases, testing the 
inner workings of the internal application is typically unnecessary, because the 
application has already been tested and is often in use. Instead, regression 
testing of the wrapper itself is often sufficient: 
 

 Start with the existing functionality of the application to be Web Service 
enabled. Ideally, this functionality is clearly defined. 

 Use the existing application functionality to build test plans for the Web 
Services wrapper. For each method call or message exchange, define 
the expected SOAP response from the wrapper. 

 Run the test and compare the expected output with the actual output. 
  
ParasoftParasoftParasoftParasoft takes an interesting approach to the white box testing of Web Services. 
They take the WSDL file and use it to define structural tests for the Web Service, 
by generating a suite of test cases that cover all possible methods, allowing the 
tester to drill down in the Web Service code to identify the cause of any problem. 
This is a logical approach that we expect all testing vendors will eventually adopt. 
 

ParasoftParasoftParasoftParasoft    
 Vendor FocusVendor FocusVendor FocusVendor Focus 
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Load testing Web Services can be relatively straightforward depending on the 
approach a testing tool vendor has taken for load testing software. Vendors like 
EmpirixEmpirixEmpirixEmpirix and Segue SoftwareSegue SoftwareSegue SoftwareSegue Software have built load testing tools that are designed to 
test Web sites. Therefore, they emulate users of browsers. Web Services, 
however, do not have user interfaces, and thus a Web browser emulation tool 
won’t be appropriate for testing a Web Service. Instead, RedRedRedRed----GateGateGateGate, for example, 
takes the approach of emulating Web Service clients, and can send and receive 
large volumes of SOAP messages that will adequately load test a Web Service. 
 
Today’s system testing that involves Web Services depends obviously on the 
distributed systems that use Web Services. Enterprises that are using Web 
Services within distributed systems are generally using the Web Service 
protocols to simplify integration at particular points within a system. As a result, 
they use Web Services in a messaging context between existing applications. In 
general, such integration is via synchronous remote procedure calls (RPCs). As 
such, Web Services typically do not significantly affect the process of system 
testing in such an environment. For example, if an enterprise is building a J2EE-
based system and at one or more points uses the JAX APIs to exchange Web 
Services calls, then system testing approaches that are appropriate for testing 
J2EE systems will remain appropriate, regardless of the fact that some of the 
integration in the system is handled with Web Services protocols. 
 
In the Microsoft .Net environment, however, the situation is somewhat different, 
because there are more substantial changes to a system when an enterprise is 
migrating from Windows DNA/DCOM to .Net, compared to a company that is 
simply utilizing Web Services in a J2EE-based system. Microsoft .Net components 
can be Windows forms, Web forms or XML Web Services. All three approaches 
run as services on top of an XML interface to the Common Language Runtime 
(CLR). Testing a .Net system, therefore, involves testing services—either XML 
Web Services or the core .Net services that make up the framework.  
 
3.2 Emerging Software Testing Capabilities 3.2 Emerging Software Testing Capabilities 3.2 Emerging Software Testing Capabilities 3.2 Emerging Software Testing Capabilities     
 
Testing Web Services following the Web Services evolution model constitutes the 
second axis of Web Services testing. The second axis of Web Services testing is 
forward-looking: as enterprises follow the Web Services evolution model and 
move from one phase the next as described above, many testing issues will arise 
that the simplistic approach to Web Services testing described in the first axis of 
Web Services testing does not cover. These issues provide the second axis of 
Web Services testing, which include the following Web Services and SOA testing 
capabilities: 
 

 Testing SOAP messages – moving beyond using SOAP as the interface 
to the Web Service to testing the format of the messages themselves. 

 
 Testing WSDL files and using them for test plan generation – WSDL files 

contain metadata about Web Services’ interfaces. Testing tools can use 
these WSDL files to generate black box test plans automatically. WSDL 
files can also help with white box testing by providing some information 
about the structure of a Web Service. 

 
 Web Service consumer and producer emulation – when a testing tool 

generates test messages that it sends to a Web Service and then 
subsequently analyzes the results, it is emulating the consumer for that 
Service. In addition to the Web Service producer, the consumer of the 
Service also sends and receives SOAP messages. Therefore, testing 

As enterprises follow 
the Web Services 
evolution model and 
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to the next, many 
testing issues will 
arise that the 
simplistic approach to 
Web Services testing 
does not cover. 
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tools can also emulate the Web Service producer (namely, the Service 
itself) in order to test the Web Service consumer. 

 
 Testing the publish, find, and bind capabilities of a SOA – three 

fundamental characteristics of Service-oriented architectures are the 
publish, find, and bind capabilities of the constituent Web Services: a 
Web Service provider first publishes the WSDL file for the Service in a 
UDDI registry, where Web Service consumers can search for it and 
locate its WSDL file. The consumers then bind to the Service based upon 
the WSDL file in the registry. Web Service testing tools can test each 
side of this triangle. 

 
 Testing the asynchronous capabilities of Web Services in addition to 

their synchronous RPC and document request capabilities – today’s 
early uses of Web Services are often as simplified remote procedure 
calls (RPCs) or requests for documents in XML or other formats. Using 
SOAP as an RPC format or document request are powerful uses of the 
protocol, but do not utilize the full capabilities of the specification. In 
addition to these straightforward synchronous uses, SOAP also supports 
asynchronous messages, including notification (from consumer to 
producer) and alert (from producer to consumer) messages. Web 
Services testing tools must test each kind of SOAP message. 

 
 Testing the SOAP intermediary capability – the SOAP specification 

provides for message intermediaries, which are called actors in the 
specification. A particular SOAP message will typically have a designated 
recipient, but may also have one or more actors along the message 
route that take one or more actions based upon the instructions 
provided to them in the header of the SOAP message. Not only must 
Web Services testing tools verify the proper functionality of these 
intermediaries, but they must also verify that such intermediaries do not 
introduce security holes or other unintended side effects. 

 
 Service-level agreement (SLA) and Quality of Service (QoS) monitoring – 

Because IT managers can install and upgrade Web Services on an ad 
hoc basis, there will be a greater need to test Web Services during 
runtime than in a traditional IT environment. Traditionally, IT 
management is the province of operations, while software testing 
belongs to development. This distinction will gradually blur as Service-
oriented environments become more prevalent. Therefore, Web Services 
testing tools should have runtime testing capabilities in addition to their 
design time capabilities, verifying that Web Services, individually and in 
concert, are performing the way they should.  

 
 Web Services orchestration testing – One of the most powerful uses of 

Web Services is orchestration: combining many fine-grained Web 
Services into larger, coarse-grained Services. Such orchestration can be 
either recursive (Web Services made up of several Web Services that in 
turn may also be made up of Web Services) or sequential (a series of 
Web Services arranged to follow a business process), or some 
combination thereof. Such orchestrations of Web Services typically 
involve more than one company, for example, when they represent a 
B2B transaction. Testing orchestrated Web Services is a form of system 
testing, only with Web Services, there will be combinations of 
synchronous and asynchronous services, and many of the services may 
be dynamically described and discovered. 
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 Web Services versioning and “agile architecture” testing – a further 
ramification of the ad hoc upgrade capability of the Service-oriented 
environment is that rolling out new versions of Web Services—especially 
when they are combined into complex orchestrations—will be especially 
complex and risky. For such ad hoc upgrades to be successful, 
therefore, the enterprise must have testing tools that can test the new 
versions of individual Web Services either in production, or in an 
environment that parallels the production environment as closely as 
possible. Finally, the combination of ad hoc upgrade capabilities, coarse-
grained orchestration, and JIT integration adds up to a continually 
dynamic vision of the IT environment ZapThink calls an agile 
architecture.  

 
Each of the nine issues above will be an important consideration for enterprises 
who are testing their Web Services and Service-oriented architectures at some 
point in time. However, different issues come to the fore depending upon which 
phase of the Web Services evolution model the enterprise’s applications of Web 
Services fall into. During phase one, the first three issues are of paramount 
importance: testing SOAP messages, testing WSDL files and using them for test 
plan generation, and Web Service consumer and producer and consumer 
emulation. As enterprises move into phase two, the next four issues also become 
important: testing publish, find, and bind capabilities; testing asynchronous and 
synchronous capabilities of Web Services; testing SOAP intermediary capabilities; 
and SLA and QoS monitoring. Finally, as enterprises leverage the features of 
phase three of the Web Services model, they will also find the last two issues 
important: Web Services orchestration testing and Web Services versioning and 
agile architecture testing. 
 
It is very important to keep in mind that while each of the three phases roughly 
corresponds to a particular time period in the Web Services roadmap, that does 
not mean that some enterprises won’t be applying some of the capabilities that 
become particularly important in a phase that has yet to come. For example, 
some companies are already using UDDI registries to support the publish, find, 
and bind features of the SOA, and thus have the requirement to test those 
features. Other companies are already implementing Web Services orchestration 
capabilities on their networks—both internal and in conjunction with business 
partners. Early adopter companies that push the bleeding edge of the technology 
do have testing requirements, but they are unlikely to find much help in the way 
of commercial testing tools that help them with their more progressive initiatives 
out of the box. Instead, they must either make do with the functionality of today’s 
testing tools, or develop their own testing tools and approaches. This 
requirement is simply a part of being on the bleeding edge. The important point 
is that ZapThink’s Web Services roadmap provides a good way to  predict when 
there will be sufficient demand for particular features in shipping testing tools to 
warrant the development of those features. Testing tool vendors who attempt to 
build these features into their products too early may find that they are selling 
too far in advance of market readiness. More dangerously, tool vendors who wait 
for the demand to materialize will likely be too late. A good rule of thumb is to 
leave 12-18 months development time for a new feature set before the demand 
for those features becomes economically significant. Therefore, today’s testing 
tool vendors should already be offering the capabilities associated with phase 
one, and should have the capabilities for phase two in development. Phase three 
functionality should either be in the planning stage, or should be part of a limited 
development effort. 
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3.3 The Software Testing Tools Market in the Web Services Evolution Model3.3 The Software Testing Tools Market in the Web Services Evolution Model3.3 The Software Testing Tools Market in the Web Services Evolution Model3.3 The Software Testing Tools Market in the Web Services Evolution Model    
 
To wrap up the discussion of the two axes of Web Services testing, let’s 
summarize how the Web Services testing market will develop through the three 
phases of the Web Services evolution model. During phase one of Web Services 
adoption, Web Services are for all practical purposes software components with 
SOAP interfaces. Web Service testing tools can perform black box testing simply 
by adding XML support to their list of supported interfaces. WSDL files can 
provide some insight into the internal workings of a Web Service, and thus a 
testing tool can use the WSDL file to create automated test plans that exercise 
various internal code structures.  
 
In phase one, load testing Web Services is also relatively straightforward. The 
primary difference between load testing Web Services and load testing Web 
pages, for example, is that Web Services have no user interface to emulate. The 
goal of a Web Services load testing tool is to accurately emulate the behavior of 
Web Services consumers that will exchange messages with the Service, not 
emulate the human users that invoke the service. As a result, load testing tools 
that mimic a user by interacting with a real or emulated browser are not as 
appropriate for testing Web Services as those tools that mimic browser behavior 
on a lower (i.e., HTTP) level.  
 
In phase one it is also important to test Web Services consumers. Web Services 
testing tools should emulate a Web Service in order to test the consumers that 
access that Service. Only by testing both the producers and consumers of Web 
Services can an enterprise perform system testing that includes Web Services.  

 
In phase two, the dynamic, “publish, find, and bind” capabilities of Web Services 
characterize this phase of the adoption of Service-oriented architectures. Testing 
these capabilities, while not strictly speaking a part of the black box testing of 
individual Web Services, will become an ever greater part of testing the 
functionality of Web Services from a Service-oriented perspective, rather than 
simply a component-oriented view. Testing Web Service consumers also 
becomes more complex, because they must be able to find the appropriate Web 
Service as well as bind to it. In fact, the transition from approaching Web 
Services testing on a Service-by-Service basis to a Service-oriented architectural 
approach characterizes a fundamental difference in perspective that marks the 
transition from phase one to phase two. 
 
Load testing Web Services in phase two is also more complex than in phase one, 
for several reasons. The most obvious reason is that the functionality of the UDDI 
registry, as well as the publish and find operations between the registry and Web 
Services producers and consumers, must support the required traffic loads. But 
the more subtle reason that load testing Web Services is different in phase two is 
because the Service-oriented approach to scalability fundamentally rests upon 
the actions of the registry, as covered in the ZapThink Insight Service-Oriented 
Development (ZTI-WS101). Service-oriented architects who are building scalable 
architectures will use UDDI registries to organize and locate the appropriate 
redundant resources on the network, both at design time and runtime. 
Therefore, load testing such architectures depends on the proper configuration 
of such registries, because the registries will both affect the distribution of traffic 
to different Services as well as the load on individual Services. 
 
System testing in phase two is probably the most complex of the different types 
of testing, because the systems that must be tested are no longer defined at 
design time. Instead, Web Service publishers define the Web Services at design 
time and then publish them to UDDI registries. The Web Service consumers 
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subsequently locate those resources and bind to them at runtime. System tests 
must therefore take this dynamic nature of Service-oriented architectures into 
account in phase two. 
 
In a fully realized Service-oriented environment as described in phase three, 
however, the distinction between design time and runtime will blur. Because 
individual Services are both dynamically described and dynamically published, IT 
managers are free to upgrade them on the fly. No longer will enterprises need to 
roll out upgrades on long, expensive software development lifecycles. Instead, 
developers will build, test, and launch individual Services as needed. 
 
Clearly, the ponderous “design, then develop, then test, then launch” testing 
processes familiar from the sequential waterfall software development 
methodology will be entirely inappropriate for the fully realized Service-oriented 
environment in phase three. Instead, software development groups will by 
necessity have to take what is now known as an agile approach to testing and 
development: work with the customer, tackle just what needs to be done, write a 
test, code as a team, pass the test, repeat until finished. Testing before coding 
will move from being “extreme” (as in the popular agile development 
methodology Extreme Programming) to being the only cost-effective method for 
dealing with the dynamic nature of distributed computing. 
 
Taking the agile approach to testing, in fact, appears to be the only approach to 
software testing that makes sense in phase three. A system test would never be 
comprehensive and complete if it could only be conducted as a scheduled part of 
the design process, because the individual Web Services that make up that 
system are not determined during design. In the agile approach, in contrast, 
testing begins by automating the collection and representation of new user 
requirements. The tests themselves, as well as the resulting code, develop 
iteratively, so that when the code is complete, the test is as well—and the code 
always passes the test at each iteration. If each individual Web Service has its 
own automated test, then orchestrating Web Services also includes orchestrating 
the tests. Keep in mind that typical business requirements for software are quite 
coarse grained, by definition. As a development team works with users to define 
coarse-grained requirements and write the corresponding coarse-grained tests, 
the testing tools that the development team uses must be able to automate the 
coordination of the appropriate tests for all existing and new Web Services, on all 
levels of granularity. 
 
3.4 The Convergence of Service Orientation and Agile Methodologies3.4 The Convergence of Service Orientation and Agile Methodologies3.4 The Convergence of Service Orientation and Agile Methodologies3.4 The Convergence of Service Orientation and Agile Methodologies    
 
There are forces changing the world of software testing today that have nothing 
to do with Web Services or Service-oriented distributed computing. The 
traditional waterfall methodology is a risky and expensive approach to software 
development. As a result, many enterprises are moving toward iterative 
methodologies. Furthermore, those iterative methodologies are becoming 
increasingly agile, also as a way of lowering the cost and risk inherent in software 
development. Each of these changes—from waterfall to iterative, and from 
iterative to agile—involves fundamental differences in the approach to software 
testing.  
 
Even though these changes to software development and testing processes are 
happening independently of the move toward Web Services, it’s not a 
coincidence that this maturation of the software development process parallels 
the move toward loosely coupled, open standards-based distributed computing. 
In fact, there is a pattern forming. As software development moved from being 
entirely mainframe-based, to client/server, and then to n-tier component 
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architectures, the waterfall methodology gradually became less practical. 
Monolithic applications gave way to software objects, and the techniques for 
creating software changed as well.  
 
Now Web Services promise to change the approach to software development 
again. The whole concept of a software development lifecycle, where 
development teams design, build, launch, and eventually retire large software 
projects, will fall by the wayside as companies realize the advantages of 
orchestrating loosely coupled Services into coarse-grained business Services. 
The iterative methodologies that were such an improvement over the earlier 
waterfall methodology must now change as well, and become agile. Agile 
approaches to software development will by necessity become the only cost-
effective, practical way of conducting the practice of creating software in the fully 
realized Service-oriented environment. 
 

IV. Current State of the MarketIV. Current State of the MarketIV. Current State of the MarketIV. Current State of the Market    
 

Seven software testing vendors currently lead the Web Services testing market: 
Compuware, Empirix, MCompuware, Empirix, MCompuware, Empirix, MCompuware, Empirix, Mercury Interactive, Parasoft, Rational Software, Redercury Interactive, Parasoft, Rational Software, Redercury Interactive, Parasoft, Rational Software, Redercury Interactive, Parasoft, Rational Software, Red----Gate, Gate, Gate, Gate, 
and Segue Software Segue Software Segue Software Segue Software. All of these companies have produced software testing 
products before they rolled out tools specific to Web Services. In addition, 
Rational Software and Compuware offer a wide range of other development, 
design, and modeling tools. Mercury Interactive and Segue, on the other hand, 
focus on Web site testing technology. The following section compares these 
vendors and puts their Web Services testing efforts in the greater context of Web 
Services software. 
 
4.1 Web Services Testing Leaders and Followers4.1 Web Services Testing Leaders and Followers4.1 Web Services Testing Leaders and Followers4.1 Web Services Testing Leaders and Followers    

 
The Web Services testing space differs fundamentally from other Web Services 
segments, including Web Services security, Web Services management 
platforms, and XML Proxies. The Web Services testing tool vendors are much 
more reluctant to build technology in advance of customer demand than vendors 
in the other categories. Basically, the testing tool vendors do not see Web 
Services as heralding an emerging market per se; instead, they generally see 
Web Services as a relatively small evolutionary step in the development of 
software components. 
 
As a result, many of the vendors were tentative about their plans for supporting 
Web Services testing. Compuware, Segue Software, and Empirix didn’t want to 
discuss future plans at all. Therefore, in order to determine leadership within this 
category, we could only base our research on currently shipping products and 
product plans that companies wished to reveal. 
 
The summary of our vendor comparison research is in table 4.1 below: 

CompuwareCompuwareCompuwareCompuware    
EmpirixEmpirixEmpirixEmpirix    
Mercury InteractiveMercury InteractiveMercury InteractiveMercury Interactive    
PPPParasoftarasoftarasoftarasoft    
Rational SoftwareRational SoftwareRational SoftwareRational Software    
RedRedRedRed----GateGateGateGate    
Segue SoftwareSegue SoftwareSegue SoftwareSegue Software 

 Vendor FocusVendor FocusVendor FocusVendor Focus 
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Table 4.1: The Web Services Testing Leadership Roadmap Table 4.1: The Web Services Testing Leadership Roadmap Table 4.1: The Web Services Testing Leadership Roadmap Table 4.1: The Web Services Testing Leadership Roadmap     
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As discussed earlier in this report, we believe that there are nine key feature sets 
that Web Services testing tools will need to support from now into the future. 
Phase one roughly corresponds to the present through the end of 2003; phase 
two from mid-to-late 2003 to end of 2005, and phase three from mid-to-late 
2004 and beyond. However, these phases are meant to overlap, and there are 
certain functions from the later phases that vendors are currently implementing 
or planning today. 
 
In phase one, Parasoft offers all of the functionality we expect from Web Services 
testing tools. And while most of the vendors offer black box and load testing 
capabilities for SOAP messages, the other vendors we researched support the 
remaining functionality we expect during phase one in an inconsistent manner. 
 
In phase two, Mercury Interactive has made the most progress, with their support 
for testing asynchronous Web Services and their stated plans to support runtime 
quality of service testing. Parasoft is also dabbling in providing asynchronous 
testing capabilities. Compuware is leveraging their expertise in providing runtime 
testing and monitoring capabilities to Web Services; surprisingly, they are the 
only company that is providing this capability.  
 
The most notable characteristic of phase two, however, is that none of the 
vendors have expressed any interest in providing tools for testing SOAP 
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intermediaries. As XML Proxies become an established market (see ZapThink’s 
XML Proxies report [ZTR-DI101] for more information), enterprises will be 
leveraging the power and flexibility of SOAP intermediaries. Therefore, Web 
Services testing vendors should explore offering tools in this area. 
 
Support for testing the publish, find, and bind capabilities important in phase two 
is also severely lacking. Mercury Interactive is planning a UDDI testing tool, but 
that is as far as any of the vendors are willing to go at this time. As the publish, 
find, and bind triangle forms the core of Web Services-based SOAs, enterprises 
who are planning to leverage UDDI directories in their architectures currently 
have no testing tool options they can use.  
 
In phase three, we are pleased that Mercury Interactive and Rational Software, 
the two leaders in the software testing market, have expressed plans to support 
some level of agile architecture testing. Rational is especially suited to take an 
agile approach to testing, because their established Rational Unified Process 
(RUP) software development methodology takes an iterative, proactive testing 
approach. Rational is now incorporating many elements of agile methodologies 
like Extreme Programming into its RUP, as well. So, while much work remains to 
be done, they are clearly thought leaders on this topic. 
 
Rational Software also stands out in that they currently support white box testing 
of orchestrated Web Services in their PurifyPlus family of code profiling products. 
PurifyPlus analyzes how a system uses the code internal to its components: 
identify missed lines of code in an execution path, locate bottlenecks, etc. While 
PurifyPlus was not built for Web Services, it will profile code inside components 
that communicate via Web Services interfaces.  
 
4.2 Drivers for Web Services Testing Tools4.2 Drivers for Web Services Testing Tools4.2 Drivers for Web Services Testing Tools4.2 Drivers for Web Services Testing Tools    

 
One of the great ironies of the software testing world is that even though 
proactive testing has proven to reduce risk and costs across a wide variety of 
software development projects, testing nevertheless is often an afterthought, 
nothing but an unpleasant, necessary evil to be taken care of at the end of a 
project. Test-first development, where developers assist in the creation of 
automated test plans before a line of code is written, has been proven 
repeatedly to lead to better code, written faster, that meets the needs of 
stakeholders better than code that testers test in a conventional, after-the-fact 
fashion. But all that doesn’t seem to matter; when enterprises dive into building 
solutions, they often still leave any consideration of testing for the end. 
 
This pattern of neglect is also affecting the emerging market for standards-based 
distributed computing brought about by Web Services. Whether it’s security, 
management, operational platforms, development tools, you name it—testing is 
not on the radar of either vendors or the enterprises that are their customers. 
Such lack of foresight, however, is a disaster waiting to happen. Testing, after all, 
is a key element of quality assurance. And quality is fundamentally how well a 
product meets the customer’s needs—on time, on budget, with the proper 
functionality. As early adopter enterprises, and then mainstream enterprises, 
begin to leverage the power of Web Services across their architectures, they 
must take steps to insure the quality of the solutions they implement. If the 
quality is insufficient, then entire projects can backfire—a failed prominent Web 
Services project during this nascent phase for the technology can spell disaster 
for the vendors involved, not to mention the technology as a whole. But if those 
enterprises do not have the testing tools and techniques they need to verify the 
quality of their projects, then how will they be able to mitigate the risks inherent 
in adopting emerging technologies? 
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4.3 Barriers to adoption for Web Services Testing Tools4.3 Barriers to adoption for Web Services Testing Tools4.3 Barriers to adoption for Web Services Testing Tools4.3 Barriers to adoption for Web Services Testing Tools    

 
So, why are today’s testing tool vendors not pushing the envelope of Web 
Services testing? Why aren’t there a crop of startups with new approaches to 
Web Services testing, similar to the number of startups pushing the envelope 
with Web Services security? There are a few different reasons. 
 
First and foremost on the vendor side is that established testing tool vendors are 
very sensitive to market timing issues. As is generally the case with established 
vendors approaching an emerging market, they are reluctant to devote research 
and development resources to develop functionality that their customers are not 
yet demanding. Such a trend is not particular to the testing tools market 
however. What is different about the testing arena is that testing is often an 
afterthought, the ugly stepchild of the development process. Today’s enterprises 
that are dabbling in Web Services aren’t actively asking for testing solutions. 
They have limited budgets and are generally focused on reducing internal IT 
expenses. Spending money on testing doesn’t typically come to mind as an 
important investment, even though, paradoxically, a proactive approach to 
testing does reduce risk and the expense of development. 
 
The second inhibitor to the development of Web Services testing tools has to do 
with the channel strategy of the larger testing tool vendors (Compuware, Mercury 
Interactive, and Rational Software). These three vendors focus on a direct sales 
approach. As a result, they each have commissioned sales forces that are in 
direct contact with their customers. The salespeople naturally want products they 
can sell; they don’t want products that lead the market. Therefore, each of these 
larger companies is quite reluctant to make public product development efforts 
that are meant to address as-yet unclear market demands. Zapthink 
recommends that testing vendors plan their Web Services testing capabilities by 
going beyond their customers’ currently expressed requirements. Instead, these 
vendors should work to understand the changes to the IT environment that will 
take place over the next five years, and develop product strategies that leverage 
emerging requirements for Web Services testing. 

 
V. ConclusionsV. ConclusionsV. ConclusionsV. Conclusions    

 
This report is meant as a wakeup call to the software testing market. Web 
Services offer much more than SOAP interfaces to existing software components. 
Instead, they herald an entirely different approach to architecting enterprise IT 
environments. The economic advantages afforded by moving to such a Service-
oriented environment are so substantial that it’s not a matter of whether 
enterprises will move to Web Services --  it’s a matter of when. And when they do, 
they will need testing tools—not today’s testing tools with a bit of XML support 
pasted on, but newly rethought tools that can help enterprises test synchronous 
and asynchronous services, SOAP intermediaries, orchestrated Web Services, 
and more. 
 
Testing, after all, is quality assurance, and the importance of quality remains 
absolute. Architectures, computing approaches, platforms, languages—all of 
these may change, but quality retains its primary importance. Web Services are 
an important trend in the evolution of distributed computing, but vendors and 
enterprises that lose track of the fundamental tenet of quality—that software is 
there to meet the needs of the people that use it—do so at their own peril. For 
those of us who are heavily involved in Web Services, the potential risks are even 
greater: for if Web Services do not meet the needs of the users—in other words, 
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do not have sufficient quality—then the movement toward loosely coupled, open 
standards-based distributed computing may slow, or even fail altogether. 
 

 
5.1 Key Notes 5.1 Key Notes 5.1 Key Notes 5.1 Key Notes     

 Testing is actually a key element of software quality—and quality, 
broadly defined, is the ability of a system to do what it’s supposed to do. 

 Web Services promise to fundamentally change the distributed 
computing landscape. This new landscape will present new testing 
scenarios and problems that companies using Web Services will have to 
understand. 

 The primary question this report attempts to address is how will the 
currently available testing tools on the market need to change as 
companies adopt Web Services and move toward dynamic, loosely 
coupled Service-oriented architectures? 

 As enterprises follow the Web Services model and move from phase one 
to phase two and phase three, many testing issues will arise that the 
simplistic approach to Web Services testing will not cover. 

 During phase one of Web Services adoption, Web Services are for all 
practical purposes software components with SOAP interfaces. 

 In phase two, the dynamic, “publish, find, and bind” capabilities of Web 
Services characterize this phase of the adoption of Service-oriented 
architectures. 

 Taking the agile approach to testing, in fact, appears to be the only 
approach to software testing that makes sense in phase three. 

 The whole concept of a software development lifecycle, where 
development teams design, build, launch, and eventually retire large 
software projects, will fall by the wayside as companies realize the 
advantages of orchestrating loosely coupled Services into coarse-
grained business Services. 

 Today’s enterprises who are dabbling in Web Services aren’t going out 
and asking for testing solutions. 

 
5.2 Decision Points5.2 Decision Points5.2 Decision Points5.2 Decision Points    

 During phase one, the first three issues are of paramount importance: 
testing SOAP messages, testing WSDL files and using them for test plan 
generation, and Web Service consumer and producer and consumer 
emulation. 

 Early adopters must either make do with the functionality of today’s 
testing tools, or develop their own testing tools and approaches. 

 Today’s testing tool vendors should already be offering the capabilities 
associated with phase one, and should have the capabilities for phase 
two in development. Phase three functionality should either be in the 
planning stage, or should be part of a limited development effort. 

 Testing tool vendors do not see Web Services as heralding an emerging 
market per se; instead, they generally see Web Services as a relatively 
small evolutionary step in the development of software components. 

 The transition from approaching Web Services testing on a Service-by-
Service basis to a Service-oriented architectural approach characterizes 
a fundamental difference in perspective. 

 Test-first development, where developers assist in the creation of 
automated test plans before a line of code is written, has been proven 
repeatedly to lead to better code, written faster, that meets the needs of 
stakeholders better. 

 
5.3 Figures5.3 Figures5.3 Figures5.3 Figures    

 Figure 2.1: ZapThink Web Services Roadmap 
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 Table 4.1: The Web Services Testing Leadership Roadmap 
 

VI. Vendor ProfilesVI. Vendor ProfilesVI. Vendor ProfilesVI. Vendor Profiles    
 

Compuware 
Please see ZapNote ZTZN-1022 
 

Empirix 
Please see ZapNote ZTZN-1034 
 

Mercury Interactive 
Please see ZapNote ZTZN-1063 
 

Parasoft 
Please see ZapNote ZTZN-0605 
 

Rational Software 
Please see ZapNote ZTZN-1081 
 

Red-Gate 
Please see ZapNote ZTZN-1083 
 

Segue Software 
Please see ZapNote ZTZN-1089 
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A.A.A.A.    Related ResearchRelated ResearchRelated ResearchRelated Research    

 
ReportsReportsReportsReports    
 Web Services Technologies and Trends Report (ZT-WEBSRV) 
 The Pros and Cons of Web Services Report (ZTR-WS102) 
 Service-Oriented Development Insight (ZTI-WS101) 
 Service-Oriented Integration Report (ZTR-WS103) 
 Service-Oriented Management Report (ZTR-WS106) 
 XML Proxies: XML-aware Network Appliances and Firewalls Report (ZTR-DI101) 

 
 

B.B.B.B.    Trademark Notice and Statement of OpinionTrademark Notice and Statement of OpinionTrademark Notice and Statement of OpinionTrademark Notice and Statement of Opinion    
 

All Contents Copyright © 2002 ZapThink, LLC. All rights reserved. Reproduction of this 
publication in any form without prior written permission is forbidden. The information 
contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. ZapThink disclaims 
all warranties as to the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such information. ZapThink 
shall have no liability for errors, omissions or inadequacies in the information contained 
herein or for interpretations thereof. The reader assumes sole responsibility for the selection 
of these materials to achieve its intended results. The opinions expressed herein are subject 
to change without notice. All trademarks, service marks, and trade names are trademarked by 
their respective owners and ZapThink makes no claims to these names. 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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